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Appendix B - Free text comments from the Vision and Objectives section of residents' survey for Goodrich & Welsh 
Bicknor NDP 
Q2.$If$you$think$the$Vision$Statement$is$not$appropriate$or$the$three$Objectives$need$to$change,$please$add$
your$suggestions$in$the$box$below.$

*"'All"age"groups'"."particular"emphasis"on"young"people"and"families"(below"30),"many"of"whom"have"lived"in"the"
community"from"birth"but"cannot"afford"a"property"of"their"own"in"rural"Herefordshire.""*"Objective"A"."emphasis"is"
needed"on"catering"for"rural"people"who"understand"the"aspects"of"rural"community""*"Housing"should"be"provided"
for"people"who"want"to"thrive"&"spend"time"within"the"community"and"not"to"those"who"wish"to"commute"to"work,"and"
spend"little"time"in"the"community."

a."Housing"needs"for"all"age"groups"should"not"be"a"priority"as"the"younger"generation"should"be"near"towns"where"
employment"is."More"use"of"vehicles"is"not"helping"the"environment"(air"pollution)."Use"brownfield"sites"near"towns.""
b"+"No"3"on"Q3a."To"a"small"degree."Successful"farming"is"important"etc"but"this"is"a"village"not"a"town!"And"to"lose"
that"would"be"a"terrible"thing.""""

b."Farming"employs"very"few"local"residents"."more"Eastern"European"nationals"are"employed"which"does"not"benefit"
local"community"only"the"farmers"themselves."Tourism"is"by"far"a"greater"development"need"as"it"benefits"more"
residents"e.g."hospitality."
Broadband"."high"speed"is"not"installed."
Broadband"improvement."
d."Encourage"community"living"that"reflects"the"diversity"of"the"UK"population"with"facilities"for"all"age"groups."
Do"not"allow"building"new"developments"with"unsightly"red"bricks."
Establish"a"cycle"friendly"area"on"Coppet"Hill"
Goodrich"is"a"tourist"area"to"support"the"economy"of"Ross"and"Monmouth."

Housing"needs"for"all"age"groups"should"not"be"a"priority"."while"preserving"countryside"should"be.""Affordable"
housing"should"be"a"priority"near"towns"where"there"are"employment"opportunities"+"chance"to"build"on"brown"field"
sites."
I"think"the"statement"is"more"suited"to"a"much"larger"community"and"may"need"to"be"less"ambitious"ultimately."See"
Q3a"No"5""A"small"community.......""
If"people"were"not"being"forced"out"the"cities"by"immigration"then"there"is"no"need"for"future"housing"development"in"
the"countryside"or"small"towns"like"Monmouth"and"Ross.on.Wye"
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Q2.$If$you$think$the$Vision$Statement$is$not$appropriate$or$the$three$Objectives$need$to$change,$please$add$
your$suggestions$in$the$box$below.$
In"Objective"b."would"it"be"good"to"include"'recreation'"as"it's"a"great"area"for"recreational"activity"."canoeing,"
kayaking,"fishing,"climbing,"camping,"walking,"viewing"nature"and"as"a"holiday"destination,"and"sports"like"tennis"and"
cricket."i.e."...."successful"farming,"small"businesses"and"recreation"where"members"......"find"employment"
Mos"existing"and"new"residents"are"likely"to"work"outside"the"village."People"are"unlikely"to"move"into"the"village"in"
order"to"work"here."
Moving"into"a"village"like"Good"."residents"must"realise"to"find"work,"visit"surgeries,"possibly"schools"."one"has"to"
travel."
No"battery"farms"(also"meat"and"dairy"farming,"no"matter"if"the"animal"is"free"range"or"not,"is"not"sustainable"."watch"
the"documentary"'Cowspiracy'"&"'food"choices')."
None"of"the"objectives"appear"to"address"the""sustainable"use"of"resources""part"of"the"vision"statement."Perhaps"
the"objectives"a)"and"b)"could"reflect"the"sustainability"in"some"way."
Remove"'thriving"&"prosperous'"only"people"can"achieve"that"not"the"physical"parish."""
Resilient"economy'"is"not"a"realistic"expectation."People"choosing"to"live"in"a"village"should"not"expect"to"find"
significant"employment"opportunities"in"that"village."
See"attached"comments"about"AONB"(scanned"Ref"5003)."""b."should"be"replaced."
Small"businesses"need"to"blend"in"with"environment"&"local"buildings"
The"building"of"affordable"housing."
The"natural"environment"needs"to"be"managed"and"maintained"and"not"just"abandoned."
The"objectives"are"so"apple"pie"it"is"difficult"not"to"say"they"are"important."

The"statement"and"objectives"should"be"more"assertive"in"their"promotion"of"sustainability."Rather"than"just"offer"a"
sustainable"use"of"resources"Goodrich"and"Welsh"Bicknor"should"actively"promote"the"use"of"sustainable"
technology,"shift"to"green"building"methods"and"establish"community"energy"schemes"
The"village"is"located"within"the"Wye"Valley"AONB"."no"specific"reference."

Would"like"to"see"a"more"detailed"conservation"statement"on"building."For"example"replacing"external"features"
should"emphasise"what"can"be"replaced"with"what."Might"include"not"allowing"UPVC"windows/fascias"or"allowing"
"heritage""UPVC"as"prescribed"by"conservation"criteria."
!
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Q3b.%Please%use%the%box%below%to%add%any%comments%as%to%why%you%agree%or%disagree%with%any%of%the%statements%in%Q3a%above%(statements%
considered%important%to%the%development%of%the%Vision%Statement)%
A rural community that by design is not able to cater for all career opportunities of young people. 
A sustainable environment is good, however preserving the natural landscape and wildlife limits activities available in the area to just wildlife. 
Agree - because they are realistic. 
Although I see the need to accommodate young families I do not see that social housing is appropriate for the village. 
arming - watch 'Cowspiracy' and 'Food Choices' they are documentaries on agriculture. 

Attract first time buyers. 

Disagree with use of terms "modest" and limited, should be appropriate and as needed. 
Ditto on Q2. 
Employment may be found in Monmouth/Ross.  Bus service from Goodrich. 
Encouraging growth is incompatible with preserving the natural landscape. 
Far too much river "traffic" i.e canoes + blockage of parking areas i.e. Bishops Wood canoe launch site and Kerne Bridge. 
Farming should not be considered more important than any other business except in terms of preserving the landscape 

I agree with the vision statement although I am concerned about who decides on what is "attractive" or "natural". I hope this will be made clear & appropriate 
professionally qualified practitioners help & their selection is open and transparent. 
I feel it is important to maintain the historic feeling of the village and the unique character that comes from its history. 
I would like the village to remain peaceful & quiet. Progression of the village should be natural not forced progress, 
Important to have a mix of ages in a welcoming and safe community. 

In a small village it's important to keep the balance between housing, community spaces (village green / play area), shop/post office, farming + small businesses and it 
has to be aesthetically pleasing. 

In a small village it's important to keep the balance between housing, community spaces (village green/play area), shop / post offices, farming and small businesses 
and it has to be aesthetically pleasing. 

In such a small rural parish the opportunity for truly local employment will always be limited. I'm concerned that including such emphasis on farming + business 
development will be used as justification for inappropriate development. 

It is very difficult to answer these questions, due to the way they are worded, on a whole I do not want the village to change. Specifically moved here for the potential of 
peace & quiet. 
Job opportunities are very limited in Goodrich. 
More buses for older people. 

Not sure if the trust has the resources to 'manage the environment - Adhering to 'natural' risks becoming unmanageable'. Agree strongly in protecting wildlife - but many 
trees look unhealthy and brambles/nettles overtaking other species. 
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Q3b.%Please%use%the%box%below%to%add%any%comments%as%to%why%you%agree%or%disagree%with%any%of%the%statements%in%Q3a%above%(statements%
considered%important%to%the%development%of%the%Vision%Statement)%
Not sure that it has to stay "small" to still meet it's goals. If well managed growth can be a good thing. What classes as "small"? 
Nothing mentioned about tourism. Most residents probably benefit more from tourism than farming. 

Reality is difficult.  Comment added next to farming option 'Make opportunities available'  Comment next to Small Community option 'Incompatible and not realistic' 
Safeguard living community that is growing - not a chocolate box village. 
See attached comments (scanned Ref 5003).   e. is badly drafted. "modest changes" might equally well be damaging. 
Small businesses are rare and farming opportunities are not available.  Greater vision for substantive changes required. 

The area has narrow, winding roads often difficult to overcome. Buses, farming equipment, heavy delivery lorries - more traffic would cripple the situation even more. 
The location should encourage successful farming and associated employment - but such employment likely to be limited. 
The questions are written in such a way as to dissuade one from disagreeing to any of your questions! 
The third one could include 'recreation' i.e. ...... encourages successful farming, small businesses and recreational pursuits, an environment......... 
There isn't much scope for employment in Goodrich.  I don't think that guided growth helps anyone's aims. 
They never take on any new employees for successful farming and small businesses anyway. 

This is a small village! Why is there a need to make a village into a town? The village and the village way of life need to be preserved as does the countryside, as once 
it's gone, it's gone! 

This small community is attractive because of its rural aspects. Small industry would be intrusive to the way of life, to the roads and facilities offered. 
Village life is so much better than city life! 

Want to preserve village as presently - there are enough opportunities @ present for local business to expand in a sustainable way without building new industrial 
areas. 

We have to accept changes & the national need for opportunities. Keep small businesses scattered through the areas not clustered. 
We need more than modest changes in order to promote sustainable enterprises. We need a critical mass of people to support local shops and businesses so that we 
are less reliant on getting in the car to do even simple shopping etc. There is no mention of disabilities in the list. This is essential for families and older people. 
We think the statements are slightly leading in terms of presumption of development. We are strongly opposed to further housing development. 

Whilst agreeing with your objectives I should like to see some reference to the encouragement of a sense of community and participation in community events and 
affairs. 

Whilst housing, business and development is needed, it is important to remember we are a rural community and to maintain that we must control the threatening factor 
of urban sprawl, protecting our people, environment and community.  Comment next to farming/small businesses option 'Very much' 
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